everyone is here out of the goodness of their heart. everyone is here to keep the neighborhood strong and to make it better. it’s important that we listen to every voice and to give every voice it’s due. in that spirit we thank everyone for respecting each other at this table, for giving them the space to express themselves, and for devoting ourselves to paying close attention to each voice.

members in attendance

michael o’connor
lance lindahl
crissy kibbons
wendy miller
don stephens
tim o’neal - southeast uplift liaison

introductions and opening announcements

announcements
1) movie in the park - bac applied for the second option with shrek being the top choice.
2) lance did not have an update for the tsdc overlay
3) lance gave update on mornings trimet board meeting. three motions were passed:
   a. contracts to issue bonds
   b. contract bridge
   c. proceed with right of way
      group discussed possibility of naming a “brooklyn” station similar to what lents was able to do. the president has been sent and brooklyn could follow. lance to bring up with artist group and write a letter as well.
4) community members are invited to attend community resource sessions with the public artists selected to work on the portland-milwaukie light rail project. mike to send update with date. lance to attend.
5) mike and don met odot community affairs coordinator mike mason and engineer jeffrey moss onsite at the west ends of se Boise and se cora streets and McLoughlin Blvd. to discuss the best way to make ped and bike connections to McLoughlin. ODOT has pledged to find a way to provide a safe, well-lit, ramp or stairway connection the two.

new business
1. seul has $426 for us left over from the old art walk funds. all we need to do is send invoices for social expenses that cover that amount. chrissy to send balloon man receipt to tim.
2. crissy and jade need to meet for the treasurer duties handoff and draft a letter for the bank notifying them on the change of signatory. requires a letter from chari and cochair to bank.
3. crissy to hand-off mailbox key during next month’s meeting to wendy
4. page 5 of bac bylaws stipulates that the board hold a focusing session annually to garner general recommendations. to pursue for the following year. this will be done during the january 2011 general meeting with a neighborhood whitepaper to be distributed after board review and approval.

re-occurring business
1. newsletter content ideas for marie. ideas discussed to be sent to marie included:
   a. new bus stops
   b. review nuisance codes - parking/sidewalk infringement.